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Under a Microscope
IN JANUARY OF THIS YEAR, 
the world began to contract. 
The first squeeze was felt in 
China, as public places and 
transport closed down, and 
travel bans restricted the move-
ment of millions of people due 
to the outbreak of COVID-19. 
Within a few weeks, the whole 
globe was af fected by what 
rapidly became a pandemic, 
and the world that had been so 
large and accessible became 
suddenly much smaller. Our 

spheres of work and leisure shrank from thousands of miles to a 
very short radius from our homes.

Due to this contraction, everything near at hand is getting our 
unprecedented attention. People unfamiliar with the contents 
of their kitchens are learning to bake bread for the first time. 
Lawns are being torn up and gardens planted. Neglected closets 
are getting organized. Dust bunnies, let to grow fat in the corner 
of previously little-used rooms, are newly vanquished. Activities 
like conferences, which once required us to travel across the globe, 
are taking place from our living rooms, often with our dogs and 
children in the same room.

The minutiae of our daily lives, which for many of us gets lost 
in the rush of work and travel, are suddenly under a microscope. 
So it seems appropriate that this issue of Photonics Focus should 
look to the very small with the intense curiosity that we usually 
leave to quantum engineers. In this issue, we focus on photonics 
at the nanoscale.

This inquiry into the smallest of smalls will explore innovative 
new diagnostics and therapies for cancer; it will examine 
metasurfaces that perform analog computations; it will follow the 
pursuit of an efficient light source from silicon nanocrystals to 
power future photonic circuits. The issue also gives homage to nano 
pioneer Richard Smalley, co-discoverer of buckminsterfullerene, 
whose name may have portended his future renown in a field of 
the exquisitely small. 

Like many of you, I’m looking forward to the future when my 
gaze can shift outward again, and my sphere of activity can extend 
beyond my home, city, and even country. But until then, the small 
and near occupy my attention, and I find that there is still so 
much to learn. 

By examining the smallest constituent parts, we gain knowledge 
of the whole world.

GWEN WEERTS, PHOTONICS FOCUS MANAGING EDITOR
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FROM THE EDITOR

@SPIEtweets asked: Have you recently 
picked up a new hobby or learned a new 
skill? Here’s what you said:

“ Does fi nally writing up all of my stale 
manuscripts count as a hobby? Jokes 
aside, I’ve fi nally started learning 
Python.” (@Orad)

“ I’ve been learning how to use Blender 
for creating animations of exoplanet 
systems. This is what the super-Earth 
Proxima Centauri c might look like: 
youtu.be/0MQCasCOzmc” (@girlandkat)

“ I learned to do online teambuilding as 
a main organizer of an engineering 
competition. It was really important in 
our situation, since we had not yet met 
each other in real life.”  (David De Vocht)

“ I’ve started dancing a lot, usually I do 
lindy hop, but now picked up more solo 
jazz and lots of collegiate and Saint Louis 
shag. It allows me to have some (lots of) 
exercise without leaving home and is 
really fun.” (Giedrė Archipovaitė)

“ Does opening wine bottles as skillfully as 
a sommelier count?” (@cian2me)

“ I’ve not so much “learnt a new skill” as 
(I think quite successfully) learnt to work 
in a new and diffi  cult situation, gained 
new discipline for staying focused 
and healthy. I still can’t knit or bake 
sourdough, but I’m okay with that.” 
(@sarahkendrew)

“ I didn’t get new hobbies, but fi nally have 
time for some old ones.” (Vera Besaga)

Drawing Credit: Vera Besaga
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Communicating 
with Confidence
If I asked each of you to picture a confi dent 

communicator, I imagine your choices 

would vary greatly. Some may envision a 

person who speaks loudly with authority. 

Others may picture someone who can 

easily support their claims by pointing to 

a breadth of research. Still, someone else 

may imagine a quieter individual whose 

voice cuts through a crowd because of 

the clarity of their message. Confident 

communicators embody no one single form. 

The commonality they share is knowing 

their audience, knowing their main message, 

and creating overlap between the two. 

While this sounds simple, putting it into practice is 
less so. I imagine we all have our stories where con-
fi dent communication eluded us, just as we can all 
picture a confi dent communicator who, seemingly, 
has never fl ubbed a day in her life. 

I picture Gwynne Shotwell, president of Space 
X, who was interviewed by Chris Anderson on the 
TED stage. At one point, he pushed back against 
her proposal of fl ying the Big Falcon Rocket like an 
aircraft for point-to-point travel on Earth. “Gwynne, 
come on,” Chris Anderson began. “This is awe-
some, but it’s crazy. This is never going to actually 
happen.” Without missing a beat, Shotwell replied, 
“This is defi nitely going to happen,” and went on to 
provide details supporting her assertion. Gwynne 
Shotwell was self-assured in the face of resistance. 
Her answers were clear, concise, and on-point for 
her audience. 

How can we display similar poise and channel 
our inner confident communicator, both when 
we’re prepared and when we’re caught off  guard? 
Here are four tips to help you achieve more eff ective 
communication.

CONSIDER YOUR AUDIENCE. Neil deGrasse Tyson said, “If 
you don’t know about your audience, you’re lectur-
ing, not communicating.” Great communicators can 
step outside their own knowledge to see the topic 
with empathy from their audience’s perspective. As 
a result, the examples and explanations a communi-
cator uses resonate and are clear to that audience. 
The message doesn’t change, but how it’s delivered 
changes depending on the composition of the audi-
ence. By knowing your audience, you’re also better 
prepared when asked to speak up unexpectedly. 

KNOW YOUR MESSAGE. If you had time to share only 
one sentence with your audience, what would it be? 
Don’t settle for the fi rst sentence you write down. 
Ask yourself: How can I make this sentence more 
specifi c? Are the words I selected the very best words 
for the job? Once you have that sentence, utilize it. 
This may mean moving it to the top of an email or 
putting it early in your presentation. It may mean 
beginning with this main message when asked to 
speak spontaneously, and then fi lling in the details. 
In a few cases, it may mean moving it to the end of 
your communication, but using clear steps to build 
towards that point. 

BANDWIDTH

Photo Credit: Christine Haas
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It takes 
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SLOW DOWN AND PAUSE. When we get nervous, our 
words become a speeding freight train with no 
destination other than the end of the sentence. 
Unfortunately, this limits how much our audience 
can absorb. By slowing down our rate of speaking 
and adding in pauses, we’re allowing people to take 
in what we’re saying. We’re also signaling that we 
have the confidence to take up the time we’ve been 
given to speak. Practice pausing by counting (to 
yourself) two claps for a short pause, four claps 
for a longer pause. 

USE STRUCTURE TO SHAPE YOUR CONTENT. If you want to 
be a confi dent communicator, clarity is paramount. 
There are countless structures that can be used to 
achieve clarity in communication. One of the most 
useful for those in technical fi elds is the structure 
of “Problem, Solution, Result.” Summarize all three: 
the problem you’re solving for in your work, the solu-
tion that addressed this problem, and your results. 
You can use this structure to begin a presentation, 
provide context at the beginning of a meeting, or to 
answer a question. 

Becoming a profi cient communicator doesn’t hap-
pen overnight. It takes eff ort, time, and practice. 
However, these skills are tightly tied to your career 
success. Without clear and engaging communica-
tion, the most brilliant ideas are at best delayed from 
discovery, or at worst, lost in the shuffl  e. Those who 
spend time honing these skills will reap the benefi ts 
of a committed and appreciative audience.

CHRISTINE HAAS 
has over ten years 
of experience 
working at the 
intersection of 
communication 
and science. Since 
founding Christine 
Haas Consulting, 
LLC in 2012, Haas 
has traveled the 
world teaching 
courses to clients 
in industry, 
government, 
and academia 
on presentation 
skills, storytelling, 
slide design, and 
technical writing.  
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OPTICS DOES THAT? 

Giving Historic 
Objects a

Laser Polish 
An interview with 

Senior Conservator Kelly Caldwell of 
EverGreene Architectural Arts

THE UNITED STATES CAPITOL BUILDING is an iconic part of 
the Washington, DC skyline. Two white marble wings fl ank a 
dome that is crowned by a larger-than-life statue of a woman 
titled “Freedom” who carries a sheathed sword and a laurel 
wreath. The fi rst stone of the Capitol was laid in 1793 and 
the extensions of the marble wings were completed in 1868. 
Despite over 150 years of weather and city-related pollution, 
the building is a beautiful, pristine white that glistens in the 
sun on cloudless days.

WONDER HOW THAT’S POSSIBLE?

The answer is lasers. Lasers in the hands of conservators like 
Kelly Caldwell of EverGreene Architectural Arts, which uses 
1064 nm Nd:YAG Adapt Laser and Powerlase systems to clean 
the Capitol and other buildings and sculptures throughout 
the United States. During her tenure at EverGreene, Caldwell 
has also been involved in cleaning such famous edifi ces as the 
Canadian Parliament in Ottawa and Columbia University in 
New York City.

The fi eld of conservation in which Caldwell works encom-
passes much more than buildings and lasers. Conservation 
is about preserving historic objects, including structures like 
the Capitol, oil paintings, bronze sculptures, and artifacts 
unearthed at archaeological sites. And like lasers, conserva-
tion is a relatively new fi eld. As Caldwell described it, at the 
turn of the twentieth century tradespeople such as carpenters, 
stone masons, and artists came together with academics from 
fi elds such as art history, architectural history, chemistry, and 
materials science to do the work of conservation. “The fi eld 
itself is a melding of trade skills and academic background, 
and it is still like that today,” said Caldwell.

Lasers were fi rst used for cleaning stone in the 1970s, but 
“it wasn’t really until the ‘90s that it became common. Insti-
tutes started really investigating their uses within the fi eld 
of conservation,” said Caldwell. Commercial laser technology 
became less expensive and more accessible, plus lasers began 
to off er a greater variety of output characteristics, allowing 
them to be used on a wider variety of materials, such as 
organics, textiles, plasters, and bronze.

Photo Credits: EverGreene Architectural Arts (top); Kelly Caldwell (bottom)

An ancient Egyptian artifact at the British Museum before and 
after Caldwell cleaned it with a 532 nm laser
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KAREN THOMAS is a 
contributing editor for 
Photonics Focus.

But no matter what material is being 
cleaned, the goal is to remove impu-
rities without altering the material 
itself. Conservators have a wide array of 
mechanical, chemical, and optical tools 
at their disposal, and knowing how each 
tool interacts with the material is critical 
for effective cleaning. “It always goes 
back to knowing what you are cleaning 
before you start…especially with lasers,” 
said Caldwell. 

Wavelength, pulse duration, and appli-
cation methodology of the laser must 
be carefully selected and tested before 
cleaning. Laser cleaning works by break-
ing apart or vaporizing the impurity 
through absorption of the high-intensity 
light. This is why sulfate crusts on stone 
are such an excellent candidate for laser 
cleaning. The dark crust readily absorbs 
the 1064 nm light and is ablated off  the 
white marble underneath, which refl ects 
the light and is unaff ected. However, the 
delicate surfaces of paintings are best 
cleaned with 248 nm excimer lasers. 
Organic impurities like mold and lichen 
have been found to respond well to 
532 nm light.

But applied improperly, the laser light 
can alter the substrate, causing problems 
such as burning, pitting, or microstruc-
tural surface melting. “You may not 
see it, it may look to the visual eye that 
everything is stable, but microscopically 
it could have altered the material,” said 
Caldwell. And changes like that can have 
negative or unforeseen long-term eff ects 
that cause degradation of the material 
over time.

Caldwell fi rst learned how to use lasers 
working at the British Museum during 
her graduate studies. The museum 
required a “training course that focused 
on the mechanics and use of lasers, but 
specifi cally within the fi eld of conserva-
tion,” said Caldwell, “and it was taught by 
other conservators who had been work-
ing with lasers for numerous years.” She 
said the hands-on portion was especially 
useful because it allowed her to “under-
stand the feel, noises, and smells of the 
laser,” as she operated it. 

One of her favorite artifacts that she 
cleaned for the British Museum was an 

ancient Egyptian stele, a kind of stone 
marker, that had signifi cant mold dam-
age. Testing both 1064 and 532 nm laser 
light, she found the 532 nm wavelength 
was more eff ective for cleaning.

At EverGreene, Caldwell performs 
restoration, conservation, and design, as 
well as in-house research. Her research 
focuses primarily on materials charac-
terization, and she uses certain optical 
characterization tools for it, such as 
polarized light microscopy. Conservation 
is an active fi eld of ongoing research, and 
the International Institute for Conserva-
tion of Historic and Artistic Works even 
has a conference dedicated to Lasers in 
Conservation of Artworks, which has 
been running since 1995.

The field of conservation is a busy 
one. Tragic, landmark events like the 
burning of Notre Dame Cathedral in 
2019 require massive restoration and 
conservation eff orts. Damage caused by 
the increase in extreme weather events, 
such as fl ooding and fi re, also creates a 
need for conservation. Modern construc-
tion materials used in buildings over the 
past century present new conservation 
challenges. This includes buildings in the 
concrete-heavy brutalist architectural 
style popular in the 1960s and 70s, some 
of which are considered historic and 
already in need of repair. 

As the fi elds of conservation and optics 
continue to mature and expand, optical 
scientists and engineers will undoubt-
edly continue to provide conservators 
with novel, light-based tools to meet 
their needs. 

So now you know. Conservation: optics 
does that.

m)

BANDWIDTH

A conservator cleaning 
marble at the Capitol 
with a 1064 nm laser



CHRISTINA C. C. WILLIS 
is a laser scientist and writer 
living in Washington, DC, 
where she is currently serving 
on Capitol Hill as the 2019–
2020 OSA and SPIE Arthur 
H. Guenther Congressional 
Fellow.
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FIELD OF VIEW

Graphene Commercialization 
Moves into the Black
German nanofabrication expert AMO set up spinout 
Black Semiconductor to realize photonic integration 
with this “wonder material”

AMO’s packaged 
graphene photodetector
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T H E  W O R L D  H A S  H E R A L D E D 
graphene’s remarkable properties since 
its discovery in 2004—and now opto-
electronics looks set to lead the way in 
exploiting them fully. Among the com-
panies driving this trend is the Aachen, 
Germany–based nonprof it research 
center AMO, which on 7 January 2020 
founded spinout Black Semiconductor 
to commercialize its fi ndings. The new 
company is working on integrating 
silicon and graphene to exploit opto-
electronics in computing, including in 
processors for artifi cial intelligence (AI). 
“We’re working on a lot of very ambitious 
ideas,” says AMO researcher Daniel 
Schall, who is now chief executive offi  cer 
of Black Semiconductor.

AMO, having researched graphene for 
more than half its lifetime, is well posi-
tioned to exploit the wonder material’s 
exciting properties, including electron 

mobility over 100 times greater than 
silicon. AMO was founded in 1993 by 
RWTH Aachen University semicon-
ductor technology researcher Heinrich 
Kurz. “He was looking for experiments 
that were already supported by funda-
mental research and one step closer to 
something that might be interesting for 
industrial applications,” explains Schall. 
“This is the focus of AMO—to use what 
sounds interesting from a basic research 
perspective, but is too early for industrial 
involvement. This is the bridge that AMO 
tries to build.”

One aspect of AMO’s work is there-
fore strongly research focused, backed 
primarily by public funding. But AMO 
also off ers a semiconductor foundry and 
prototyping service that is more industri-
ally focused. “We can process wafers with 
lithography and etching—everything you 
need for semiconductor technology, spe-

cifi cally silicon photonics and graphene,” 
Schall says. 

The research center’s fi rst foray into 
optoelectronics came in 2003—one 
year before graphene’s discovery—when 
it started its ongoing silicon photonics 
eff ort. Then AMO’s Max Lemme led its 
fi rst graphene project in 2006. Lemme 
had the right pedigree for this ambitious 
eff ort, as he is thought to be the fi rst 
person in Europe to produce tri-gate 
silicon transistors. “The project partners 
were asking, ‘Why are you doing stupid 
stuff ? This is never going to work,’” Schall 
recalls. Lemme disagreed, and these 
devices are now widely used in logic 
devices in the form of FinFETs.

By 2011, Schall and his colleagues had 
developed their first waveguide-inte-
grated graphene photonics devices, and 
they published their results on detectors 
and modulators in 2014. “After that it 
was clear to me that all the process steps 
we did so far on single chips should be 
possible on wafers,” he says. “The focus 
changed towards wafer-scale process 
development where we demonstrated 
fi rst results in 2015. Today we have a 
graphene photonics platform and we 
fabricate more than a thousand devices 
on a wafer, which enables us to perform 
prototype development.”

The studies AMO has conducted on 
silicon photonics make the research 
center highly aware of challenges faced 
when trying to make devices that com-
bine high-performance photonic and 
electronic functionality. One option is 
to use indium phosphide (InP) devices, 
and then bond them to silicon wafers, 
but this has “certain drawbacks on the 
fabrication and scaling side,” Schall says. 

Photo Credit: AMO

AMO’s packaged
graphene photodetector
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Wholly silicon devices are easier to 
make, but they require diffi  cult tradeoff s. 
“Electronics and photonics have com-
pletely opposite requirements,” Schall 
notes. Because the silicon photonics 
market “is dramatically increasing,” 
AMO has “had a lot of silicon photonics 
projects and we have resolved a lot of 
problems,” he adds. Nevertheless, Schall 
cautions that users must accept some 
performance restrictions with all-silicon 
photonics and electronics. 

INEVITABLY, optoelectronic integration 
based on graphene is promising because 
of its unique properties. On the electronic 
side, these include graphene’s well-known 
high electron mobility. But graphene 
is also intrinsically a broadband light 
absorber. “This combination of optical 
properties and the speed of the devices 
allows integration into several diff erent 
platforms,” Schall says. “This is what 
makes it so wonderful and so interesting.”

Schall explains that these two prop-
erties infl uence each other in optoelec-
tronics in three key functions: mod-
ulator, detector, and phase shifter. In 
such devices, graphene’s high electron 
mobility inf luences how electron and 
hole charge carriers behave. For exam-
ple, charge carriers form when photo-
detectors absorb light. “The interaction 
of electrons with the lattice, the time 
constants involved there give the speed 
of a photodetector,” Schall explains. With 
graphene, the time constant is in the 
picosecond range. “If you convert it into 
bandwidth, it’s terahertz,” Schall says.

Charge carriers also help control the 
modulation process, switching graphene 
from absorbing light to letting it propa-
gate. “You build a capacitor, which has 
two plates made of graphene,” Schall 
explains. “Once you start charging these, 
you put carriers on this capacitor, which 
changes the optical properties,” he says. 
“The change of optical properties in 
graphene happens much more effi  ciently 
compared to silicon. With optimized 

designs, the speed of graphene devices 
can surpass silicon as well. This explains 
the interest in graphene as a photonic 
material.”     

In exploiting this, Schall intends to 
follow the example set by silicon pho-
tonics in communications within data 
centers, where optical technology “can 
perform orders of magnitude better than 
copper wires,” he says. The success in this 
area means that AMO is now doing less 
research on it than previously.

“Most problems have been addressed 
so far and we are moving into a dif-
ferent stage. Foundries like TSMC or 
GlobalFoundries are taking over. Market 
forecasts indicate that the market for 
transceivers used in data centers will be 
in the range of $30 to $40 billion in 2025.” 

Schall suggests that similarly, proces-
sors based on graphene optoelectronics 
can also perform much better for AI than 
conventional electronics. Intel forecasts 
that the AI chip market will be worth $27 
billion, but trying to predict what that 
market might be worth in more than fi ve 
years is like looking into a crystal ball. 

Yet, Black Semiconductor does plan to 
demonstrate the graphene photonic cir-
cuits on electronic circuits over the next 
three years. After that, it intends to move 
to foundry-ready process steps. “This 
has to be available in large scale,” Schall 
stresses. “The performance of graphene 
modulators and detectors has to be very 
high speed, and we must have mass pro-
duction with silicon in one unit.”

ANDY EXTANCE is a science writer 
based in Exeter, United Kingdom. 
@andyextance

 WITH O P TI M IZ E D D E S I G N S

      THE SPEED OF  

  GR APHENE DE VICES
  C AN SURPASS SILICON
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UK Photonics Industry Adapts to the 
Challenges of Brexit and COVID-19

THE BRITS ARE KNOWN FOR THEIR dry, sarcastic 
sense of humor—so as the country locked down under 
the worldwide pandemic, more than a few were tweeting 
“Bring back Brexit, all is forgiven!”

Yet the photonics industry does not seem to be one 
of those strongly aff ected either way—it has neither the 
pro-Brexit feelings of the fi sheries nor the anti-Brexit 
stance of the banking sector. Rather, it seems to be 
displaying a pragmatic attitude. 

The initial uncertainty felt by UK residents following 
the results of the vote in 2016 has gone through many 
emotional permutations in the years since. Here is a 
quick recap of the events following that vote.

There was the election of the country’s fi rst female 
Prime Minister since Margaret Thatcher a month after 
the vote, the discussion over when she would actually 
"pull the trigger" and set the process in motion, and a 
snap general election in which her party lost its major-
ity, which then meant she could not get her deal with 
the EU through Parliament. She proceeded to step 
down from her position as party leader and Boris John-
son was voted into offi  ce in July 2019. He suspended 
Parliament unlawfully a few months later and then 
announced another General Election for December. In 
this election the Conservatives won a sizeable majority, 
which allowed the party to get the Brexit deal through 

Parliament in January of this year. The UK offi  cially 
left the European Union at midnight on 31 January 
2020, and started an eleven-month transition pro-
cess. At least, that was the plan until COVID-19 hit. 
An extension may be possible, but it would need to be 
agreed upon by 1 July. 

John Lincoln, the chief executive of the Photonics 
Leadership Group in the UK, painted a more positive 
picture of the impact of Brexit on UK photonics than 
the general media have so far presented.

“Industry is fairly fl exible, it takes on board what’s going 
on, it adjusts and fi ts and just gets on with it—it’s what 
we’ve always done and what we’ll always do!” he says.

“That get-on-with-it spirit has been borne out by 
COVID as well. Eighty to ninety percent of photonics 
companies are still manufacturing—maybe not at full 
capacity, but we’re still producing and shipping, and 
that is very heartening.”

In such a high-technology industry as photonics, 
many issues faced by the rest of the country don’t apply. 
Social distancing, for example, which will be the real-
ity for most of the world for a period to come, will be 
fairly straightforward in an environment dominated by 
machinery and a small number of highly skilled workers 
who are already operating in a “clean” environment. 
After all, optics don’t like dirt.

Data Credit: Photonics Leadership Group 2019

£13.5bn
industry value to
the UK economy

69,000
people empolyed across 

the photonics sector

£5.3bn
total GVA

£76,400
GVA per employee
(vs UK manufacturing
average of £76,000)

8.4%
Like for like growth 

over 2 years 
(4.1% CAGR)
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Industry Updates

M&A

» Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. to acquire QIAGEN N.V. 

for $11.5B. The transaction is expected to close in the 
first half of 2021.

» United Technologies Corp. and Raytheon Co. have 
completed their merger effective April 3, 2020. The 
combined company is called Raytheon Technologies 

Corp. and is headquartered in Waltham, Massachusetts.

» Cypress Semiconductor was acquired by Infineon 

Technologies AG for $10.1B effective April 16, 2020.

» The following companies have all been acquired by 
II-VI Optical Systems, Inc. between 2018–2019. The 
company changed its name to II-VI Aerospace & 

Defense, Inc. effective April 22, 2020.

- Redstone Aerospace Corp. for $30M 

- Precision Asphere, Inc. for an undisclosed amount 

- Optonicus for an undisclosed amount

» Mellanox Technologies, Inc. was acquired by NVIDIA 

Corp. for $7B effective April 27, 2020.

» Princeton Technology Corp. was acquired by Intervala, 

LLC for an undisclosed amount effective April 27, 2020.

» Savant Systems LLC to acquire GE Lighting for an 
undisclosed amount. The transaction is expected to 
close mid-2020. 

» Maxar Technologies completed its sale of MDA 

Systems Ltd. to Northern Private Capital for $765M 
effective April 8, 2020. MDA now operates as a private, 
independent company headquartered in Canada. 

» AMERGINT Technologies Holdings, Inc. acquired 
the space-based optics business of Raytheon 

Technologies, effective April 20, 2020, and also 
Tethers Unlimited, Inc. effective May 6, 2020.

Executive Updates

» Marillyn Hewson stepped down as CEO of Lockheed 

Martin Corp. effective June 15, 2020. She will be 
succeeded by current Board Member James Taiclet. 

» Alexander Cartwright was appointed President of 
University of Central Florida effective April 3, 2020.

» Kazuto Ogawa was appointed President and CEO of 
Canon U.S.A., Inc. effective April 1, 2020.

» Brice Hill appointed Executive VP and CFO of Xilinx, 

Inc. effective April 9, 2020.

» Jiro Ushio, founder of Ushio Opto Semiconductors, 

Inc. has stepped down from his role as chairman 
effective May 13, 2020. At age 89, he remains with the 
firm as a consultant. 

» Damian Towns was appointed CFO and corporate 
secretary of Photon Control Inc. effective May 12, 2020. 
He succeeds Daniel Lee who stepped down to pursue 
other opportunities. 

» Neil Brinker was promoted to president of Advanced 

Energy Industries, Inc. effective May 20, 2020. He will 
also continue in his role as COO. 

» Alan Faichney was appointed CEO of UniKLasers Ltd. 

effective May 19, 2020. He succeeds Fedor Karpushko 

who is now CTO.

FIELD OF VIEW
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The initial concerns thrown up by Brexit, such as the free 
movement of people between member states, the exchange 
rate of the Euro and the pound, and access to EU funding 
and research programs, have also not proven to be enormous 
barriers.

“Photonics is a very global industry, we care about global 
travel. I asked members whether European travel restric-
tions need to be eased or global travel restrictions—and 
the answers were very interesting in the context of Brexit,” 
John added.

Lincoln found that respondents were much more keen to 
lift international travel restrictions. Had they indicated it 
was more important to lift European travel restrictions, that 
would have indicated that Europe was a more important 
market than the global one and so leaving the EU would be 
more problematic.

“Brexit forces us to think about multiple suppliers—would 
you rather minimize cost for exclusivity or minimize risk 
with diversity of supply chain? One of the impacts we can 
see from COVID is that minimizing risk begins to take as 
much precedence. The whole focus on economic patriotism 
would have also have had that effect—we were already 
seeing that trend. It provides big opportunities in innovation 
if you can make something economically in fi ve diff erent 
places around the world instead of in one big, ultraeffi  cient 
factory.”

Even concerns around access to funding programs appear 
to have been assuaged. 

The UK government has stated: “Under the Withdrawal 
Agreement, the UK will continue to participate in pro-
grammes funded under the current 2014–2020 Multiannual 
Financial Framework (MFF) until their closure. This means 
that the vast majority of programmes will continue to receive 
EU funding across the programme’s lifetime. In many cases, 
funding will continue until after 2020 and the end of the 
transition period.”

As for the removal of the right to free movement of people 
between European countries, some argue it will have a det-
rimental eff ect on recruitment in mainland Europe, while 
others argue the international talent pool has become more 
accessible under a new immigration points system.

Javid Khan, chief executive of Holoxica Ltd, a Scottish 
company specializing in holographic 3D visualization 
including digital holograms and video displays, said both 
COVID and Brexit present challenges.

“I would defi nitely like to see the Brexit transition delayed 
to take into account the impact of COVID-19,” he said.

So as circumstances remain fl uid, the impact of both 
Brexit and the coronavirus remains to be seen. We shall 
hope that the pragmatic attitude displayed so far prevails. 

KIM MCALLISTER is a freelance business and broadcaster on 
BBC Radio Scotland. She also has an eight-part podcast called 
Edinburgh: Space Data Capital, which is available on Spotify. 
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SOURCES

Ticking the Light Boxes
THE APPEAL OF QUANTUM COMPUTERS is that, by using 
properties of quantum mechanics, they will be able to perform 
complex computations faster than today’s computers.

Along with quantum computers, engineers are working to 
develop a quantum  internet, where connected quantum comput-
ers could share data and work together. This network could solve 
computations too large for a single machine to manage, and pro-
vide unprecedented cybersecurity using quantum cryptography.

Engineers at Caltech are on the road to making this come to 
fruition by showing that rare-earth atoms in tiny optical cavi-
ties—boxes that trap light between two opposed mirrors—could 
be essential in the creation of a quantum internet.

The challenge is fi nding atoms that can be controlled and 
measured, but aren’t too sensitive to magnetic or electric fi eld fl uc-
tuations, which can cause errors or decoherence that interrupts 
the quantum state. This happens often to solid-state emitters 
that otherwise interact well with light. Rare-earth elements, on 
the other hand, have properties that make them useful as qubits, 
but their atoms interact poorly with light.

Using a piece of crystal sculpted in a manner that allows light 
inside it to bounce around in predictable patterns, the Caltech 
team built a nanophotonic cavity about 10 microns in length. A 
charged atom, or ion, of the rare-earth element ytterbium was 
placed at the center of the cavity to receive a beam of photons. 
In this optical cavity, light can bounce back and forth down the 
beam multiple times until it is eventually absorbed by the ion.

The ytterbium atoms can store information for 30 millisec-
onds—long enough for light to transport the information nearly 
6000 kilometers—about the distance from Sydney, Australia, to 
Jakarta, Indonesia.

(J. Kindem et al., Nature 2020 DOI: 10.1038/s41586-020-2160-
9. Foundational research was presented at SPIE Photonics West 
and SPIE Optics + Photonics.)

Laser Light with a Twist of 
Lemon
LIKE IDENTICAL TWINS who are mirror images of each 
other, chiral chemical compounds have a “handedness” such 
as left or right, and cannot be superimposed on one another. 
In fact, orange and lemon fl avors are the same chemical 
compound, but diff er only in their handedness. 

Light isn’t a chemical compound, but it is chiral. Light 
also has two forms: the spin—or polarization—and orbital 
angular momentum (OAM). Spin is similar to a planet 
spinning on its own axis, while OAM is similar to planets 
orbiting the Sun. Chiral light can be thought of as an “opti-
cal adjustable wrench.” Instead of using a physical wrench 
for functions such as tightening nuts, you can shine a light 
on the nut, and it will tighten itself.

A multinational collaboration has recently produced a 
new metasurface-enhanced laser that emits super-chiral 
twisted light. The newly designed metasurface of the laser, 
made up of several tiny rods of nanomaterial, alters light 
as it passes through by giving it a “twist” at each pass, 
while also controlling the polarization. This results in new 
forms of chiral light which haven’t been seen in the laser 
world to date. 

Controlling the chirality of light in a source has been a rel-
evant challenge considering the many industries—including 
food, computer, and biomedical—that need super-chiral 
light to improve their processes. The new metasurface laser 
opens up a world of applications for the optical control of 
physical objects. This type of light can be used as an optical 
drive when physical-mechanical systems aren’t an option, 
such as propelling micro-mechanisms or fl ow, or simulating 
centrifuges with light.

(H. Sroor et al., Nature Photon. 2020 DOI: 10.1038/
s41566-020-0623-z. Foundational research was presented 
at SPIE Optics + Photonics.)

Photo Credit: H. Sroor et al. (left); Ella Maru Studio and Faraon Lab/Caltech (right)
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Wavy Waveguide 
Transports Light

SOURCES

PICTURE THE HEAD OF A PIN against 
a featureless background. When light is 
shone on the pin, it scatters in all direc-
tions. And, since lenses can only capture 
the light that reaches them, the resulting 
image is imperfect. For the fi nest of fea-
tures, there is no angle at which a lens can 
capture scattered light, because the light 
doesn’t travel. The waves die rapidly, and 
within a few wavelengths, the intensity is 
very close to zero. A lens with the working 
distance of a typical microscope will not 
capture these evanescent waves.

A superlens, on the other hand, is up to 
the job. A superlens, constructed from a 
metamaterial that has a negative refractive 
index, makes use of some of the peculiari-
ties of waves to resolve details that would 
otherwise be hidden from view. But while 
these lenses are good at capturing fine 
detail, the image contrast is poor. 

A group of researchers from Nanjing 
University has created a waveguide array 
that has many of the benefi ts of a superlens, 
without the technological diffi  culties. Each 
waveguide captures light from just in front 
of the waveguide opening. The light is 
transported to the other end of the wave-
guide array, where it is used to recreate an 
image. Images can be built up by scanning 
the waveguide array, and the resolution 
can be further increased by making the 
aperture of the waveguides smaller.

Applications could go beyond high-res-
olution imaging to integrated optical 
circuits.

(Song et al., Adv. Photon. 2020, doi: 
10.1117/1.AP.2.3.036001).

Photo Credit: EPFL/POWERlab (left); Song et al. (right)

Making Waves in Ultrafast 
Style 
HIGH FREQUENCY, HIGH POWER, AND NANOSCALE aren’t terms you nor-
mally hear in the same sentence. A new technology developed by researchers 
at École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) allows those words to 
live in harmony with each other. The EPFL team has developed a nanodevice 
that produces high-power terahertz (THz) waves by generating high-power 
signals in a matter of picoseconds—or one trillionth of one second.

Since THz waves can penetrate substances such as paper, clothing, wood, 
and walls, they are already used in numerous security and imaging applica-
tions, like scanning passengers at airports to detect dangerous substances 
and objects. As a form of nonionizing radiation, THz waves are safe for use 
around humans. 

Despite their safety and applications, THz waves remain cumbersome and 
expensive to generate. A nanoscale, high-frequency semiconductor device 
can only cope with a few volts before breaking down, while a large, high-
power device is too slow to generate THz waves. However, nanoplasma may 
be the answer to turning these problems around. The EPFL team solution 
combined plasma with nanoscale fabrication techniques to skirt around the 
usual constraints. 

The new nanoplasma-enabled picosecond switches feature two metal 
plates separated by a gap as small as 20 nm. As voltage is applied, electrons 
fl ow towards one of the plates, forming nanoplasma. As the voltage reaches 
a certain level, the electrons are almost instantly released to the second 
plate. This speedy movement creates a high-intensity pulse that produces the 
high-frequency wave. Conventional electronic devices can’t match this speed, 
so can’t produce high-power THz waves.

Such nanodevices could be integrated with other electronic devices, such 
as transistors, and have wide-ranging applications beyond generating THz 
waves. With its unique properties, nanoplasma could shape a new future for 
ultrafast electronics.

(M. Samizadeh Nikoo et al. Nature 2020 DOI: 10.1038/s41586-020-2118-y.)
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LITTLE THINGS CAN HAVE COMPLEX 
parentage. Richard Feynman famously 
proposed the concept of nanotechnology—
but not the term—in a 1959 talk to the 
American Physical Society titled “Plenty 
of Room at the Bottom,” but it was largely 
forgotten for many years. Norio Taniguchi 
of Tokyo University of Science coined the 
word nanotechnology in 1974 to describe 
semiconductor devices on a scale we now call 
microelectronics. In the 1980s, Eric Drexler 
became a visionary prophet of molecular 
nanotechnology, and outlined how it might 
work. Richard Smalley became a nano- 
technology luminary by zapping carbon with 
laser pulses to make the remarkable spheri-
cal molecule carbon-60, buckminsterfuller-
ene, and thus made nanotechnology real. 

Born 6 June 1943, Smalley grew up in 
Kansas City, Missouri, as the youngest of 
four children. His father built things with 
him in their basement shop and his mother 
taught him about science. His connection 
with chemistry came from his maternal 
aunt, Sara Jane Rhoads, one of the first 
women in the US to become a full professor 
of chemistry, at the University of Wyoming. 
Smalley spent four years as an industrial 
chemist after earning an undergraduate 
degree, then returned to school to earn a 
doctorate in chemistry at Princeton. As a 
postdoc at the University of Chicago in the 
mid-1970s, he got in on the ground fl oor of 
dye-laser spectroscopy and made important 
contributions.

As a chemistry professor at Rice Univer-
sity, Smalley used supersonic jets to cool 
large aromatic molecules to extremely cold 
temperatures, so he could examine their 
spectra in unprecedented detail with a 
high-power pulsed laser he had developed. 
Then  he found  line  narrowing  at  low 
temperatures  in uranium  molecules,  which  
looked  promising for uranium isotope 

True Genius
Richard Smalley discovered 
the genius of Nature in the 
molecule C60

enrichment, but later the Three  Mile Island  reactor  accident  cooled interest 
in nuclear power.  

His next project was zapping chemical elements with laser pulses to heat 
them to thousands of degrees, letting them cool to form atomic clusters, and 
ionizing them with another laser for analysis in a mass spectrometer. Working 
with Robert F. Curl, another Rice chemist, he was doing solid science on the 
physics of semiconductors and metals when Harold Kroto came to them with 
an astrophysical question. 

A chemist at the University of Sussex, Kroto thought that zapping carbon with 
the Rice laser system could help him fi gure out if long-chain carbon molecules 
were forming in red giant stars. After some persuasion by Kroto, Smalley and 
Curl fi nally agreed to work with him. Kroto arrived at Rice on 1 September 1985, 
and soon afterwards their experiments produced the long carbon molecules 
Kroto sought.

They might have stopped there if the students running the tests, James 
Heath and Sean O’Brien, had not noticed the mass spectrometer was collecting 
something else—a surprising number of molecules containing 60 carbon atoms. 
The stuff  seemed stable, but what was it? The professors suspected hexagonal 
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LUMINARIES

 Photo Credit: Rice University 

“ CARBON HAS WIRE D WITHIN IT,  AS PART OF ITS B IRTHRIG HT 

EVER SINCE THE BEGINNING OF THIS UNIVERSE, 
THE G E NIUS FOR SPONTANEOUSLY ASSE MB LING INTO FU LLE RE NES .”

- R ichard Smal ley, 

Nobe l  Pr ize  acceptance speech

 Richard E. Smalley (left) 
and Robert Curl (right) 
posing with a buckyball

The scientifi c establishment in 1996 hon-
ored Smalley, Curl, and Kroto with the 1996 
Nobel Prize in Chemistry “for their discov-
ery of fullerenes.” In Smalley’s acceptance 
speech, he said, “Carbon has wired within 
it, as part of its birthright ever since the 
beginning of this universe, the genius for 
spontaneously assembling into fullerenes.” 
His speech concluded, “While it is fun to 
think about the wonderful role of serendipity 
in the story, one should also spend a bit of 
time comprehending the inevitability of the 
discovery as well. The only character of true 
genius in the story is carbon. Fullerenes are 
made wherever carbon condenses. It just 
took us a little while to fi nd out.” 

Much more was yet to come. Electron 
microscopy had recorded single-layer sheets 
of graphene in 1962, but Andre Geim and 
Konstantin Novoselov rediscovered, iso-
lated, and described them in 2004. That 
earned them the 2010 Nobel Prize in Physics.

Smalley died in 2005, too early to see that 
award and the continuing interest in both 
carbon nanostructures and new types of 
nanotechnology. The cutting edge in silicon 
integrated circuits has reached the nanome-
ter scale, thanks to shorter wavelength light 
sources and refi nements in chemistry. Nan-
otechnology has brought us quantum dots, 
adhesives, paints, zinc-oxide sunscreens, and 
other nanomaterials now in industrial use. 

People came up with the applications, but 
as Smalley observed, the true genius in the 
story is Nature. 

JEFF HECHT is an SPIE Member and 
freelancer who writes about science and 
technology. 

sheets of graphite had formed the molecules, but they could not make 
C60 molecules from hexagons alone. 

One day Kroto mentioned he had built a star dome for his children 
from pentagons as well as hexagons, but he did not remember how. That 
night, Smalley cut paper hexagons and pentagons and tried taping them 
together. He assembled 12 pentagons and 20 hexagons into a 60-cor-
ner structure that revealed the C60 molecules were the same shape as 
professional soccer balls. The shape also resembled the geodesic dome 
invented by Buckminster Fuller, so they named the molecule buckmin-
sterfullerene. No one had expected carbon atoms to assemble themselves 
into anything so elegant. 

The Rice experiments also revealed a second surprise: other atoms 
could be trapped inside these “buckyballs.” The fi rst was the rare earth 
element lanthanum, and many others followed, in addition to small mol-
ecules like water and methane. These “carbon cages” soon found appli-
cations in chemical research, materials science, and nanotechnology. 

Another big advance came in 1993 when two separate groups discov-
ered that a single layer of carbon atoms could roll into a single-walled 
nanotube roughly a nanometer wide. Such nanotubes have exceptional 
optical, electrical, thermal, and mechanical properties that quickly 
gathered intense interest. Although optical applications remain imma-
ture, nanotubes have unusual absorption, fl uorescence, and Raman 
properties that depend strongly on their orientation relative to light. 
Their ratio of length to diameter can exceed 100 million to one. They 
also off er exceptionally high thermal conductivity, and electrically can 
act as metals or semiconductors. 

The potentially tremendous mechanical strength of nanotubes along 
their length excited Smalley. He thought they might someday provide 
the extreme strength needed for space elevators proposed to haul objects 
from the ground up to satellites in geosynchronous orbit. Smalley corre-
sponded with futurist and science fi ction writer Arthur C. Clarke, whose 
novel The Fountains of Paradise popularized space elevators. Nanotubes 
have a low density of about 1.4 grams per cubic centimeter, which today 
gives them nearly 3,000 times the specifi c strength of high-carbon 
steel—an impressive achievement, but not yet strong enough to build 
a space elevator.

Smalley became widely recognized as a visionary and leader not just 
in fullerenes, but also in nanotechnology in general. As a chemist, he saw 
nanotechnology as dependent on chemistry, and doubted the feasibility of 
the biomolecular machines Drexler had proposed earlier. That launched 
a lengthy debate between the two.
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Computing and Optics Team Up over 
METASURFACES

By Neil Savage

 Photo Credit: Scott Linstead (left and right)
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JUMPING SPIDERS EXCEL AT HUNTING. They sneak up on their prey—
an ant or a fl y—and pounce, leaping several times their own body length to 
land directly on their target. And they manage to calculate the distance of 
their jumps with a brain the size of a poppy seed. They need little brain power 
because of the way their eyes work, so scientists are turning to new types of 
optics to mimic what those eyes can do. The hope is that the right optical design 
can reduce the computational burden in sensor systems, paving the way for 
tiny, low-power image processing for miniature drones or self-driving cars.      

The spiders perform depth calculations using a 
technique called “depth from defocus.” Their eyes 
hold multiple layers of retinas, each capturing an 
image of the target that is only partially in focus. 
Comparing the diff erent amounts of defocus from 
one image to another, they can calculate depth with 
relatively little computational power. 

Machines can also derive depth from defocus, 
but that generally entails taking a photo, changing 
the aperture of the lens, and taking another, then 
measuring the diff erence in defocus and performing 
calculations. Not only does the equipment involve 
the complexity of moving parts, it also allows time 
to pass between shots, slowing the response and 
allowing the possibility that the image will be 
blurred by motion. 

Researchers at Harvard University wanted to 
see if they could do what a simple spider could, 
but stacking semitransparent artifi cial retinas on 
top of each other didn’t seem practical. Instead, 
they turned to a metalens, an optic studded with 
carefully engineered nanostructures that pro-
vides fi ne-grained control of light waves. Federico 
Capasso, professor of applied physics at Harvard, 
has already shown he can make a metalens 
capable of performing multiple functions at 
once, so he and his team created one that 
could take two images of the same scene 
simultaneously, each with a diff erent defo-
cus. Meanwhile, Todd Zickler, a professor 
of computer science at Harvard, developed 
an image-processing algorithm that could 
compare the defocus in each pixel with 
relatively little computing power. Com-
bining the two technologies—metasurface 
and algorithm—allowed the researchers to 
emulate the spider’s ability. 

The metalens provides the raw data 
needed for the simple algorithm to be use-
ful, says Capasso, and that’s important if the 
goal is to make a depth-sensing camera that 
can operate in a small space. “You want to 

drive your power consumption down,” he says, and 
without a metalens, “the kind of calculation you 
need to get depth sensing takes a lot of resources 
in terms of GPU.” 

Metasurfaces have been attracting a lot of atten-
tion in the photonics community in recent years. 
They’re capable of controlling the direction and 
focus of light beams, changing the light’s phase, and 
even altering polarization. They accomplish these 
feats thanks to nanometer-scale structures built on 
a surface, with the arrangement of the size, shape, 
orientation, spacing, and dielectric constant of those 
structures creating the desired eff ects. 

Some of the most exciting developments in 
metasurfaces lie at the intersection of optics and 
computing. Metasurfaces could lift some of the com-
putational burden from applications with size and 
power constraints, such as virtual reality headsets 
and autonomous driving systems, by performing 
mathematical operations based on light. They might 
both aid in and benefi t from the processes involved 
in fabricating computer chips. And computational 
advancements, such as neural networks, are helping 
to move the design of metasurfaces forward.
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RESEARCHERS AT AMOLF, a scientific institute in the 
Netherlands, recently showed they could use a metasurface 
to perform a mathematical operation that allowed them to 
do edge detection, an important step in image recognition. 
Their metasurface consisted of a sheet of sapphire less than 
half a millimeter thick, studded with silicon nanopillars that 
were 206 nm thick, 142 nm tall, and 300 nm apart. They 
also made a miniature copy of Vermeer’s painting Girl with 
a Pearl Earring out of chromium dots on a transparent sheet.

They placed the metasurface atop a CCD detector and 
shone red laser light through the sheet. The metasurface 
was designed with optical modes that matched the resonant 
frequency of the laser, so when that light struck the device, 
nonresonant wavelengths were fi ltered out. That eliminated 
the details of the girl’s face but clearly showed her outline. 

The metasurface eff ectively performed a mathematical 
derivative, says Andrea Cordaro, a PhD student at AMOLF 
and author of the paper. While a computer might take several 
milliseconds to perform the operation, depending on the size 
of the image and the power of the computer, this calculation 
happened in the time it took for light to pass through the 
thickness of the metasurface—basically instantaneously, he 
says. And the metasurface itself requires no power to achieve 
that. If such a setup were used in an imaging system for an 
autonomous vehicle or for a virtual reality headset, it could 
cut down on power demands and speed up processing time, 
making smaller, less expensive systems. While the initial 
demonstration was performed on a one-dimensional image, 
Cordaro says the team has since extended the work to 2D.

He’s also collaborating with Nader Engheta, a professor of 
electrical engineering, physics, and materials science at the 
University of Pennsylvania. In 2014, Engheta proposed that 
he  could  use  metasurfaces  to  perform  mathematical  cal-
culations, creating an optical version of an analog computer. 
Last year, Engheta and his team demonstrated that concept, 
building photonic structures that can solve a general integral 
equation based on the waveforms that pass through them. 

Engheta describes the device as looking like Swiss cheese. 
It consists of a block of polystyrene, a dielectric material, with 
a specifi c distribution of air holes. The metasurface encodes 

an equation, much like the circuit of an old computer in the 
predigital days. When a wave with a certain distribution of 
phase and intensity passes through the system, the meta-
material alters it in a programmed way, and the equation 
produces a new distribution of phase and intensity as a result. 
Changing the wave changes the input, so the same equation 
will produce a diff erent output. 

For instance, if you wanted to model the acoustics of a 
concert hall, you could create an equation that would rep-
resent the geometry of the hall. The incoming wave would 
carry information about the volume and location of the 
instruments. The output would tell you how loud the music 
would be at a given point in the hall. 

The team’s particular metasurface was designed to work at 
microwave frequencies, just for ease of experimental design, 
but Engheta says it can work at all sorts of wavelengths. 
It should be possible to design a system that works at the 
telecommunication wavelength of 1550 nm and that will 
fi t on a microchip. And while the device took hundreds of 
nanoseconds to produce a solution, at optical wavelengths 
it should work much faster, in picoseconds.

MARRYING METASURFACES TO COMPUTER CHIPS is some-
thing Capasso wants to see. His team created 45 separate 
all-glass metalenses on a single wafer, using the same deep 
ultraviolet lithography techniques that chipmakers use to 
create computer circuits. Their 45 lenses were each 1 cm 
in diameter, etched with 160 million nanopillars of various 
thicknesses in a radial pattern on a fused silica wafer. “My 
vision is that in the future you will be able to fabricate [lenses] 
with the same technology you use to fabricate integrated 
circuits,” Capasso says.

If Capasso’s vision comes to pass, then factories that build 
complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor sensors for 
cell phone cameras could also build the lenses, simplifying 
manufacturing. The traditional plastic lenses in today’s cell 
phone cameras are curved, and fi ve or six of them are stacked 
together, creating a thick system that requires careful optical 
alignment. Metalenses are fl at, and can be designed so only 

Johannes Vermeer’s 
painting Girl with a 
Pearl Earring (c. 1665, 
Mauritshuis, The 
Hague) was recreated 
at the nanoscale with 
chromium dots on 
a transparent fi lm
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one or two are required, making a thinner, lighter, more 
easily aligned stack. Given the size of the smartphone market 
and the trend toward adding multiple cameras, “it’s really 
huge, I think, potentially,” he says. In fact, Capasso’s startup 
Metalenz was created to try to commercialize the technology.

The ability of metasurfaces to combine multiple optical 
functions would simplify other imaging systems as well, 
making them easier to build and use. For instance, one meta-
surface could replace a whole set of birefringent fi lters for 
capturing the polarization of light. That could lead to more 
compact, less complex depth-sensing cameras that could be 
used in everything from aerial drones to the imaging systems 
of self-driving cars.

WHILE METASURFACES MAY BENEFIT from the well-
established silicon manufacturing process, they could also 
improve those processes, says Yashi (Alex) Yi, who runs the 
Integrated Nano Optoelectronics and Intelligent Micro Sys-
tems Laboratory at the University of Michigan. Each of the 
individual nanostructures on a metasurface tailors the light 
passing through it, and they’re often designed to collectively 
achieve a single result—to focus various wavelengths of light 
to the same point, for instance. 

Yi realized designers could take a diff erent tack. Instead 
of designing the nanostructures to project every incoming 
light beam to a single focal point, “potentially you can proj-
ect every light shining onto every single nanostructure to a 
diff erent point.” In other words, he realized, it’s possible to 
make an artifi cial focus pattern that could not be created 
with traditional optics. 

Each nanostructure shifts the phase of light, and with a 
million phase shifters on a chip, it’s possible to design them 

to project lines and arcs in any desired pattern. Yi created 
a prototype chip that projected a U and an M, but the real 
potential lies not in drawing university logos but in pat-
terning the photoresists used to make microchips. “It can 
potentially replace the hundreds of lenses for the lithography 
tool,” Yi says. He’s working on fi nding the right materials to 
build the nanostructures—higher refractive indexes provide 
larger phase changes, which enable him to manipulate the 
light more easily—while still using CMOS processes to fab-
ricate the metasurface. He hopes to demonstrate a metalens 
for lithography later this year.

NOT ALL NANOSTRUCTURES USED IN METASURFACES 
are variations on pillars, however. Jonathan Fan, a profes-
sor of electrical engineering at Stanford University, favors 
freeform devices, oddly shaped structures that he says look 
like abstract art. While pillars act essentially as waveguides 
or phase shifters, freeform nanostructures interact with the 
light diff erently. Incoming light bounces around inside the 
structure, then comes out in a way that creates constructive 
or destructive interference, scattering the light in a desired 
direction, whether as a lens, a grating, or a prism. 

But designing the best freeform shape for a given task is 
challenging, and designing another one for a slightly diff er-
ent task means a lot more work. “If you had to recreate this 
abstract art for each and every application from scratch, it 
would be very computationally expensive,” Fan says.

So he has turned to artifi cial intelligence to help with the 
design process. AI has seen a surge of growth over the last 
few years through the use of neural networks, which mimic 
how the brain works to recognize patterns from large sets 
of data. Fan uses a specialized version called a generative 
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neural network that can learn to create patterns based on 
the training data—instead of learning to recognize a cat in 
a photo, it can create a brand new image of a cat.

Essentially, Fan’s computer is trained on a set of existing 
freeform device designs, then learns to generate new vari-
ations on those designs. For instance, given some meta-
surfaces that focus red wavelengths and others that focus 
blue, the computer will produce a range of devices that 
focus green light. Given a sampling of devices optimized for 
slightly diff erent wavelengths, slightly diff erent materials, 
or slightly diff erent tasks, the computer interpolates the 
design space that those fi t into, then suggests other devices 
that will also fi t.

It’s diffi  cult, however, to know if the computer-generated 
freeform device is the best one for a given task. So Fan intro-
duced a new approach—dataless training. In this case, the 
neural network, called a global topology optimization net-
work, is given noise as input data. With nothing to compare 
to, it produces a range of freeform structures with no known 
function. The researchers take those structures—essentially 
blobs—test them against the known rules of optics, and tell 
the computer which ones are slightly better for the function 

they want. The computer takes those and performs the same 
task, and the process repeats until the machine produces a 
narrow distribution of devices, centered around the best one. 

“It works because we have Maxwell’s equations, and Max-
well’s equations tell us exactly how light-matter interactions 
occur,” Fan says. “We are able to use neural networks to 
design not just metasurfaces, but actually all diff erent types 
of photonic components at the limits of performance.”

Pushing the limits is what all of these scientists have in 
mind. As researchers develop new and more complex designs 
for metasurfaces, they’re opening up new ways to manipulate 
light that traditional optics could never achieve. They’re 
gaining control, point by point, over the amplitude, phase, 
and polarization of a light beam, which could benefi t com-
puter imaging systems at the same time that computing and 
manufacturing technology make new metasurfaces possible. 

“The possibilities in wavefront engineering are enormous,” 
Capasso says. “I think, honestly, this is a revolution.” 

 


45 fabricated 
1 cm metalenses 
on a 4 inch glass 
wafer

Photo Credit: Joon-Suh Park/Harvard University

NEIL SAVAGE writes about science and technology in 
Lowell, Massachusetts.
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PROSTATE SCREENING is a routine step of the annual 
checkup for most men over age 54. The test checks for 
prostate-specifi c antigen (PSA), where anything over 4 
is a concern, and anything over 10 is bad news. In 2018, 
Frank Billingsley, a popular meteorologist in Houston, 
Texas, learned during his annual checkup that his PSA 
was 25. 

He was lucky on two counts: fi rst, the cancer hadn’t 
spread to his bone, and second, his public persona 
brought his case to the attention of Rice University, 
where a team of researchers was working to develop a 
highly targeted treatment for prostate cancer using gold 
nanoparticles. And their treatment had just been cleared 
by the FDA for clinical trial.

Billingsley underwent the treatment in November 
2018, and a week later, tests showed that the cancer was 
gone. The study leads, Naomi Halas of Rice University 
and Jennifer West of Duke University, were ecstatic. 
“We had the fi rst, really engineered nanoparticle to go 
into human beings,” West said in a 2019 interview. “In 
the beginning, the FDA wasn’t sure how to handle these 
types of materials. We had something that looked like an 
injectable liquid in an IV bag. Was it a drug or a device?”

The FDA’s confusion is not surprising, and it is just one 
of many hurdles that this technology has encountered 
over the years. Nanoparticles have actually been a golden 
child of cancer research for a couple of decades, but for 
an idea that makes such perfect theoretical sense, it has 
run into a lot of practical problems. 

Nanoparticles 
promise to be a 
magic bullet in 
cancer treatment. 
While researchers 
have gotten far with 
the bullet design, 
the magic remains 
elusive.
By Gwen Weerts
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RESEARCH INTO NANOPARTICLES as a cancer therapeutic goes back 
to the 1970s. Doxorubicin—originally made from the bacteria Strepto-
myces peucetius—is one of the oldest successful cancer treatment drugs 
on the market. In an attempt to improve its effi  cacy, researchers tried 
encapsulating the drug into a liposome, which created tiny little drug 
droplets. To their surprise, these nanosized drug particles accumulated 
more in tumors than the free drug.

This phenomenon is due to a peculiar trait known as the enhanced 
permission and retention (EPR) eff ect, and more whimsically called 
“leaky vasculature.” Unlike healthy tissue, the vessels that supply blood to 
tumors have fairly large perforations. Nanoparticles can pass harmlessly 
by normal tissue, and then fall through the leaky pipes into the tumor. 
Because tumors also have a defi cient drainage system, the nanoparticles 
aren’t easily fl ushed out.

Once the EPR eff ect was understood by researchers, the possibilities of 
nanoparticles for cancer treatment exploded in scientists’ imaginations. 
Imagine a magic bullet that could target only the rogue cancer cells and 
ignore healthy cells. The harsh physical eff ects of chemotherapy and 
radiation—nausea, weight loss, weakness, hair loss—could be eliminated.

But, as with most medical discoveries, fi guring out the magic has 
been harder than designing the bullet. First, nanoparticles are foreign 
objects, so as soon as the body detects them, it wants to fl ush them out 
via the liver, kidneys, or spleen. The opposite is true for cancer cells, 
which are the body’s own cells, so the immune system wants to protect 

them. Also, it turns out that there’s a lot of 
variation in tumors, even within one patient. 
Some are poorly vasculated, and some don’t 
have leaky vasculature at all, which makes 
them inaccessible to nanomedicine. And even 
when nanomedicine works perfectly in mice 
models—a necessary prerequisite for regula-
tory approval of any medical treatment—for 
some reason it often doesn’t work the same 
way in humans.

To better understand how these nanopar-
ticles are getting to—or not getting to—a 
tumor site, some research groups pivoted 
from using nanoparticles to treat cancer, to 
using nanoparticles to better visualize the 
drug’s arrival at the cancer site, a fi eld known 
as image-guided therapy.

Catalina-Paula Spatarelu is a graduate 
research assistant in the Thayer School of 
Engineering at Dartmouth. She wants to 
increase the likelihood that the drugs get to 
the cancer site without aff ecting other organs 
in the body. And then she wants visual confi r-
mation that they got there. To accomplish this 
feat, she designed a nanodroplet with as many 
functions as a Swiss Army knife.

First and foremost, the nanodroplet carries 
two well-known cancer drugs. The core of the 
particle contains the cancer drug cisplatin, 
which is emulsifi ed inside of a liquid called 
perfl uorocarbon. Surrounding that is a lipid 
shell that holds the whole thing together, which 
incorporates both paclitaxel, the second cancer 
drug, and a specifi c photosensitive dye. 

These nanodroplets are injected into the 
bloodstream near the tumor site, and then 
activated with a near-infrared light. That light 
excites the dye embedded in the lipid shell, 
which starts vibrating and generates heat. This 
causes the perfl uorocarbon in the core to turn 
from liquid to gas, which creates a bubble.

When the droplet transitions into a bubble, 
three important things happen: First, the 
movement of those microbubbles helps enlarge 
the permeations in the blood vessels so that 
more of the drug gets into the tumor. Second, 
the two drugs it contained are released. And 
third, the bubbles create a contrast for ultra-
sound, which makes the whole process visible 
using a very standard clinical tool, and allows 
researchers to visually confi rm that the drug 
was delivered where they intended.

Spatarelu thinks the nanodroplet system 
has a lot of promise. “We’re trying to avoid 
having drugs spread everywhere in the body, 
because with systematic chemo therapeutics, 
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explains Geoff  Luke, Spatarelu’s lab supervisor at Dartmouth. His com-
ment helps explain why the success of Halas’s gold nanoparticle clinical 
trial is so remarkable. Researchers have successfully used nanoparticles 
to kill cancer cells in mice over and over again, but when they move 
onto human cells, it often doesn’t work.

Halas attributes their successful transition from lab to clinic to very 
careful background work and preparation, including development of a 
near-infrared light delivery system that can access the tumor and years 
of toxicity studies to establish safety of nanoparticles. She says, “Every 
step was fulfi lled and fi t together extremely well. It is not a ‘step’ from 
the lab to the clinic, it is a journey, and it can be a treacherous one if a 
step is missing, and an utter failure if several steps are missing or fail.”

Luke and Spatarelu are just beginning that journey by testing the 
nanodroplet drug delivery system in mice. “Each mouse has two diff er-
ent tumors on it. All the nanoparticles go everywhere,” explains Luke. 
“They go to both tumors, but we only activate the droplets to make the 
tumor more permeable on one side. And then we hope to see that we 
do indeed get signifi cantly more [drug] accumulation in that one side.”

But if most researchers aren’t seeing a good translation from mouse 
studies to humans, then are Luke and Spatarelu confi dent that the 
nanodroplets will work? “That’s always a question,” says Spatarelu. 
“But all tests that can be clinically tested in human trials have to go 
through the mouse process.”

And there’s the rub. 

HALIMA ALEM, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR of physical chemistry at 
Lorraine University and junior member of the Institut Universitaire de 
France, is primarily working with the magnetic SPIONs approach to 
theranostics, and she is concerned by this catch-22. “Only maybe 8 percent 
of animal tests that give positive results can be transferred to humans. 
That means 92 percent of animals are sacrifi ced for nothing,” she says.

Rather than feel frustrated about the problem, she’s investigating a 
way to test nanomaterials directly on human cells, and cut the animal 
tests out of the equation. To do that, she’s building human organs on 
a chip.

it can’t distinguish between cancer tissue 
and normal tissue. So you’re limited in how 
much you can use,” she says. “But if we can 
get more of the drug in the tumor, then we 
can potentially increase that dose and be more 
aggressive when we need to.”

Spatarelu likes to remind people that cancer 
cells are delicate things. They can be killed by 
simply overhydrating them in a petri dish—
and they can also be killed by heat. While she 
is looking to nanodroplets to deliver drugs to 
a tumor site, other researchers are looking for 
ways to cook the little critters. A mere 43°C 
(109°F) will kill a cancer cell. Unfortunately, 
that temp is also high enough to damage 
healthy cells. 

But what if the cancer cells could be heated 
without impacting the neighboring tissue? 
There are two types of metal nanoparticles 
that hold some promise. The fi rst is super-
paramagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles 
(SPIONs). As you might guess from the name, 
they are super magnetic. They also have the 
benefi t of being made from an element that 
the body needs—iron—as opposed to some 
other nanomaterials that have low cytotoxic 
eff ects. Researchers have learned that if they 
can get those SPIONs to the tumor site, then 
a magnetic fi eld can harmlessly penetrate the 
body and activate those SPIONs, which causes 
them to vibrate and heat up, killing the cells 
that they’re attached to.

Gold nanoparticles of the sort used in the 
successful clinical trial for prostate cancer 
work via a similar principle. But instead 
of being activated by a magnetic fi eld, gold 
nanoparticles are activated by near-infrared 
light, which can penetrate deep into the body, 
and can be directed and localized a bit better 
than a magnetic fi eld. As the gold nanoparti-
cles absorb the light, they convert it to heat, 
induce hyperthermia, and destroy the tumor 
cells that they are adjacent to.

WE’VE JUST COVERED THREE APPROACHES 
to cancer treatment, all of them utilizing the 
EPR eff ect to deliver small nanoparticles to the 
cancer site—and one of them has even shown 
early clinical success. So surely a nanocure for 
other types of cancer, in addition to prostate, 
is around the corner? 

“Well, the EPR eff ect happens to work quite 
well in mice, but when researchers try to 
transition to people it hasn’t worked as well,” 
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Organs-on-chip (OOC) attempt to recreate the functionality of the 
human physiological response outside of the human body, and on a 
millimeter scale. They are real human cells grown on a small plastic 
slide, connected by microfl uidic networks that mimic vasculature. 
“With organ-on-chip systems you can completely mimic the patient. 
You can see if the drug will work on the patient in advance. But you 
can also understand why a drug does not work,” says Alem.

One of many issues with treating cancer is that people have such 
unique physiology. A nanotherapy that works on patient A doesn’t 
work on patient B. Variables like blood pressure, which can vary from 
hour to hour even in the same person, can have a mechanical impact 
on movement of nanoparticles. A person’s blood type and the amount 
of protein in the blood can also have an impact on nanoparticles. 
“Humans are almost the same, but when you look at the very bottom 
level, we can be very diff erent. And those diff erences can infl uence the 
drug effi  cacy,” says Alem.

Alem wants to design a chip that takes into account 
the entire journey of the nanoparticles, including 
leaky vasculature, healthy tissue and cancer tissue, 
and even the microphages that work against cancer 
researchers by doing their biological job to clear the 
foreign nanoparticles out of the system.

If OOC gain traction as a legitimate alternative—or 
even superior approach—to animal testing, the impact 
could be profound. Alem points out that the regula-
tory process is currently based on animal data, but “if 
organs-ons-chip could convince the authorities, you 
will save a lot of time and resources without sacrifi cing 
animals. You could go directly from the drug and chip 
to humans and save a lot of time. You can also test dif-
ferent drugs in one chip without harming the patient.”

A few pharmaceutical companies, like Roche 

Photo Credit: Emulate
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Pharma, Merck, and Janssen Biotech, a research 
division of Johnson & Johnson, are exploring 
the possibilities of OOC for drug discovery. Bio-
tech company Emulate, Inc., is supplying these 
companies with intestine-chips, lung-chips, 
and others to help them predict the potential 
human response of drugs. While this process 
can’t yet replace animal models in FDA regula-
tory approval for drug therapy (that machinery 
moves slowly), it does help eliminate some of the 
guesswork, and ensure that the drugs that do 
make it to animal testing have a much higher 
chance of human effi  cacy.

Nonetheless, the FDA is paying attention to 
OOC. In 2017, Emulate announced a “coopera-
tive research and development agreement” with 
the US FDA, during which the FDA’s Offi  ce of 
Foods and Veterinary Medicine will evaluate 
OOC as a platform for toxicology testing in the 
areas of foods, dietary supplements, and cosmet-
ics. That’s still a big step away from replacing 
animal testing for pharmaceuticals, but even 
cautious interest from the FDA could be consid-
ered a step in the right direction.

For many people doing cancer research, per-
sonalized medicine is the holy grail. Physicians 
want to be able to understand what went wrong 
to cause the tumor in the fi rst place, pinpoint 
all of the cancerous cells, and fi x it using exactly 
the right drugs delivered to only those cells. A 
one-two punch of nanoparticles and OOC could 
hold promise for this vision. 

OOC could allow physicians to create per-
sonalized chips from patients’ own cells, test 
drugs on the chip, and determine the patient’s 
individual response to the treatment before a 
drug is even administered. In combination with 
targeted nanotherapy—whether it's gold NP, 
SPIONs, nanodroplets, or one of many other 
nanotherapies under investigation—the magic 
bullet of personalized medicine for cancer ther-
apy may someday be ready to fi re.

GWEN WEERTS is the managing editor of 
Photonics Focus.
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AS A LEGITIMATE  ALTERNATIVE—

OR EVEN SUPERIOR APPROACH— 

THE IMPACT COULD BE PROFOUND. 

 TO ANIMAL TESTING,

Sign up for this convenient, online  platform 
for exchanging the latest research and 
cutting-edge advancements from the optics 
and photonics community. 

» Live plenary talks

» Technical presentations on demand

» Interactive networking events

» Read papers when you want

» Discuss questions with presenters 

» Register for free to gain ongoing access

spie.org/op

SPIE is committed to advancing light-based 
research and meeting the needs of our constituents 
by organizing this event to reconnect with your 
professional community. Please join us online to 
share accomplishments, exchange ideas, and publish 
your work to a global scientifi c audience. 

Mark your calendar for SPIE Optics + Photonics 
Digital Forum—share, learn, and connect online from 
wherever you are.

ONLINE FORMAT ANNOUNCED

24 - 28 August 2020

No-Cost 

Registration
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In order to accomplish all-silicon photonic integrated circuits, 
engineers need to solve the problem at the source 

By Vineeth Venugopal

THE RED RECTANGLE IS ONE OF THE WEIRDEST 
objects in the Universe.  For one, it is a rectangle—a highly 
unusual shape for an enormous cloud of gas. Second, long 
jets of gases extend diagonally across the nebula to form 
a giant X, as if the Universe itself had crossed it off  a long 
time ago. Third, its eerie red glow is attributed to silicon 
that has been crushed into fi ne nanoparticles. 

These crystals emit a diff use band of red light that 
spans wavelengths from 500 to 800 nm. Early mea-
surements pointed to a rather high photoluminescence 
with quantum yields between one and ten percent. 
When announced in the 1990s, these results were not 
just incredible, they seemed impossible.  

Silicon, it was well known, is an indirect bandgap 
semiconductor. Excited electrons in silicon produce 
heat, not light. It was just not possible for this material 
to emit light, certainly not at the yields that were being 
reported. 

Three decades later, a high-yield silicon light source 
remains elusive on Earth. An LED or laser made wholly 
from silicon has the potential to radically transform 
microchips of the future, enabling light-speed pro-
cessing as well as massive energy savings. In fact, a 
silicon laser has become so sought after that it has been 
described as the “fi nal frontier” and the “holy grail of 
optoelectronics.” However, despite concerted eff orts by 
the photonics community, a satisfactory silicon laser 
has not yet been developed.

In spite of silicon’s lackluster photonic properties, this 
unassuming semiconductor has some extraordinary 
achievements. By the last decade of the last millennium, 
silicon had spawned the biggest technological upheaval 
since the industrial revolution. Transistors, microchips, 
and integrated circuits made from silicon made possible 
small, aff ordable, and energy-effi  cient devices that could 
execute complex tasks. This proliferation of computing 
devices has in turn enabled communication and knowl-
edge generation at unprecedented rates.

Along with all that increased data traffi  c comes heat, 
which has become a pressing engineering problem to 
solve. The constant movement of electrons through the 
tiny metal highways inside a microchip leads to perni-
cious Joule heating. This is of particular concern for the 
large data centers that run the internet. Anywhere from 
35 to 65 percent of the total expense in running a data 
center is spent on cooling. It is no wonder, then, that 
many data centers are located in cold places like Alaska 
and Ireland. There was an urgent need to solve the “heat 
problem,” though it wasn’t clear what that would look like. 

By the early 2000s, an active community of research-
ers was exploring ways to use light to transmit infor-
mation between and within microchips. Their goal 
was to eliminate electrical interconnects within a chip 
altogether, replacing them with optical waveguides that 
carry information encoded on photons. The challenge is 
to create systems that can produce, transport, and mod-
ulate light at the scale of a microchip, using techniques 
that are compatible with current technology. At the end 
of the last millennium, none of these things existed. 

That’s why the strangest thing about the discovery 
of silicon nanocrystals in a nebula was its timing. The 
broadband emission from the Red Rectangle seemed 
to portend a technological revolution brewing here on 
Earth, with silicon once again at its heart. 

IN THE LAST 20 YEARS, a number of novel discoveries 
have propelled silicon photonics—the study and appli-
cation of photonic systems that use silicon as an optical 
medium—into the mainstream. High-precision etching 
technology has created silicon waveguides that are the 
same size as the wavelength of light it carries. These 
structures have made it possible to transfer information 
from one part of the chip to another without any heat 
or hassle. 

Along with the waveguides came optical modulators, 
oscillators, and resonators that could precisely modify 
the properties of light. On-chip spectrometers have 
become available that can extract molecular and atomic 
signals from incident light on a device that is smaller 
than a fi ngernail.

These photonic devices have an enormous range 
of potential applications. The most consequential is 
the replacement of integrated circuits (ICs) that run 
on electrons with photonic integrated circuits (PICs) 
that run on photons. The best case would be a fully 
integrated silicon photonic circuit with no electronic 
components whatsoever. The next best option is a hybrid 

Photo Credit: Bahram Jalali

An artistic rendering of a 
waveguide-coupled ring cavity 
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silicon photonic circuit that coexists with electronic 
transistors. To match the high production volume 
and low-cost effi  ciency of the current generation of 
microprocessors, these photonic circuits would have 
to be compatible with CMOS fabrication technology. 

“Huge increase in data traffi  c demands PICs or 
integrated photonic chips. The carrier of data in 
PIC is light,” said Ming Lu, professor in the Depart-
ment of Optical Science and Engineering at Fudan 
University. “The preferred choice of silicon PICs is 
to grow all the necessary photonic elements on a 
silicon-based wafer, in a way that matches the pro-
cess fl ow of silicon-based microelectronics.” 

Bahram Jalali, director of the UCLA Photonics 
Laboratory, concurs: “This will remove the data 
communication bottleneck and enable massively 
distributed computing.” 

There is, however, one component that stands in 
the way of a fully integrated silicon photonic circuit: 
a reliable source of light that can fi t onto a microchip. 

Most photonic circuits and devices today use an 
external source of light, usually a III-V compound 
semiconductor laser that is mounted on the micro-
chip or connected via a fi ber optic cable. These 
GaAs or InP lasers are very useful in a lab because 
they are effi  cient and highly reliable. However, it 
is challenging to scale them towards large-scale 
commercial production. 

The ideal scenario for silicon photonics is a light 
source made from silicon. Such an LED or laser 
can be easily integrated on a chip and be readily 
fabricated. According to Jalali, “Being able to mass 
manufacture lasers using silicon foundries would 
be a game changer.” 

The diff use light from the Red Rectangle seems 
to suggest that this bright silicon future should be 
possible, where high-effi  ciency devices proliferate 
on low-cost photonic chips. 

However, the fundamental obstacle towards this 
photonic future is the indirect band gap of silicon. 
What this means is that an excited electron in silicon 

cannot return to the ground state without a push from somewhere—
usually through lattice vibrations called phonons.  

It’s not very hard to excite electrons in silicon—any blue laser will do 
the job. However, these electrons will wait for a phonon to come along, 
which can take somewhere around 10 to 30 milliseconds. By this time, 
the wandering holes and electrons in silicon would have combined with 
the defects in the crystal lattice to produce heat, not light. 

In fact, a million electrons need to be excited in silicon to generate a sin-
gle photon. By comparison, GaAs only requires two excited electrons per 
photon. To summarize, silicon can emit light, but with very small yields. 

A way out of this conundrum was suggested in 1990 by Leigh Can-
ham, then affi  liated with the Royal Signals and Radar Establishment. 
He showed that crystalline silicon with over 80 percent porosity showed 
photoluminescence in the red when exposed to diff use blue light. 

“I had been recruited in 1986 to develop silicon light-emitting diodes 
and had been trying to use light-emitting defects in bulk silicon. Nano 
structuring was a route to dramatically increase exciton binding energy 
by quantum confi nement,” Canham recalls. “Porous silicon was available, 
being studied for other reasons, and I could see a way to get quantum 
wires from it by further etching.”  His intuition was correct: the nanowires 
could be coaxed into photoluminescence. 

This work led to many low-dimensional silicon systems, including 
nanocrystals, semiconductor–insulator superlattices, and nanopillars 
being actively investigated as a means of improving the light-emission 
properties of silicon.

Among those actively investigating silicon as a light source was Lorenzo 
Pavesi, the current head of the NanoLab at the University of Trento. He 
and his collaborator, Francesco Priolo, understood that the lesson from 
porous silicon is that nanostructuring leads to an improvement of the 
optical gain.

In 2000, Pavesi and Priolo showed that the optical effi  ciency of nano-
crystals made from annealed silicon oxide was 10,000 times better than 
bulk silicon. An eff ective nanocrystal light emitter has a size that is com-
parable to the wavelength of electrons in it. For silicon, this is around 
3 to 5 nm. At this size, the holes and electrons are constrained within 
the structure, decreasing the recombination time from milliseconds to 
microseconds. During recombination, these charge carriers have a much 
higher chance of creating a photon than heat. Further, these crystals have 
reduced defects, limiting another source of carrier depletion. 

This principle is exactly how the nanocrystals in the Red Rectangle 
were able to produce light. It just so happens that the nebula managed to 
do this with no formal training in quantum mechanics, millions of years 
before we set out to do the same. 

The next big step towards a silicon laser, however, came from an 
unexpected direction. In 2003, Jalali and his team at UCLA developed a 
Raman silicon laser. This is widely considered to be the fi rst true silicon 
laser. Like porous and nanocrystalline devices, these lasers also required 
a light source for excitation. However, this light interacts with phonons 
in silicon to excite light emission through the Raman eff ect. The Raman 
lasers from Jalali’s group only produced intermittent pulses of light. The 
fi rst continuous silicon Raman laser was created in 2005 by a team at 
Intel led by Haisheng Rong. These lasers were made from a narrow silicon 
waveguide cut into a dielectric medium.

The Raman laser proved conclusively that an indirect band gap does not 
prohibit lasing action. “Raman lasers are used for wavelength conversion. 
They have special applications in scientifi c, military, and medical fi elds,” 
Jalali explains. However, they are not fully compatible with silicon PICs 

Photo Credit: Ming Lu (left); Lorenzo Pavesi (right)

Luminescent porous silicon. 
Inset: TEM image confi rming 
crystallinity and photoluminescent 
colloidal suspensions
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for a number of reasons, the need for an optical pump among them. He 
continues, “My main goal was to prove that textbooks are wrong and 
that silicon can amplify light and lase very effi  ciently.”

Despite these advances, no silicon laser or LED has been able to match 
the optical gain of III-V lasers. This has led some to question whether a fully 
silicon light source is either practical or desirable. As Jeff  Shainline, staff  
scientist at the National Institute of Standards and Technology, Boulder, 
puts it, “None of the light sources match the performance of compound 
semiconductors, and most of them don’t solve the problem of integration 
with microelectronic circuits.” He and many others think that a better 
solution would be to fi gure out how to integrate III-V lasers with silicon.

IN RECENT YEARS THERE HAS BEEN SOME PROGRESS in this direc-
tion. John Bowers at the University of California, Santa Barbara, has 
shown that it is possible to bond GaAs and InP to a silicon wafer. There 
are still challenges to solve, such as growing a 300 mm III-V wafer that 
is compatible with CMOS. If a silicon laser does not materialize, this 
might be our best shot at integrated silicon photonics. 

However, silicon light sources continue to be an active area of research. 
In 2018, Ming Lu and his collaborators at Fudan University improved on 
the work of Pavesi by creating a nanocrystal silicon laser with improved 
optical gain. They did this by greatly increasing the concentration of 
nanocrystals in their material. Like the previous lasers, their laser is 
also optically pumped. However, Lu says, “We are now working on 
an electrically pumped silicon laser that should be of practical use in 
developing silicon PIC.” 

It is important for a PIC-compatible silicon laser to be electrically 

Grating 
surface for 
silicon laser



pumped. Otherwise, these devices will need to carry 
an external light source, which brings us back to the 
problem that we set out to solve: a fully silicon PIC. 

At the same time, new and creative applications 
for photonic chips are constantly being explored. One 
such system is the development of neuromorphic cir-
cuits in silicon that mimic the interaction of neurons 
in our brain. This is one of problems that Shainline is 
trying to tackle. “Photonic circuits might be the only 
way to implement these neurons in the billions, as 
observed in biological systems,” he says.

It’s too early to tell where the red light from the Red 
Rectangle will lead us. Will silicon lasers become a 
reality, or will they be an interesting detour in the 
development of integrated III-V lasers on silicon? Or, 
will the ideal light source for the photonic circuits of 
the future be found elsewhere? 

VINEETH VENUGOPAL is a scientist and science 
writer who is passionate about all materials and 
their stories.
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TEXTBOOKS ARE WRONG 

AND LASE VERY EFFICIENTLY.”

“MY MAIN GOAL WAS TO PROVE THAT

AND THAT SILICON CAN AMPLIFY LIGHT

The red square is a silicon LED 
on a chip which emits red light 
following electrical injection 
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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

The Show Will 
Go On2020 
AS I WRITE THIS IN MAY, WE ARE IN THE MIDST OF STAY-AT-HOME ORDERS with 
some areas starting to open up. As you read this in July, I hope that the world is in 
a better place, and that you, your families, friends, and colleagues are doing well. 
For those who have been impacted by the global pandemic, know that the entire 
optics and photonics community is with you.

Unfortunately, San Diego Convention Center will be closed through August and 
public health guidance prohibits large events. It is now impossible to hold SPIE 
Optics + Photonics (O+P) 2020 as an in-person meeting. Held annually in San Diego 
since 1973, O+P is still known as the SPIE Annual Meeting to many of us. While 
SPIE Photonics West is our fl agship event, O+P represents the heart and soul of 
SPIE. Losing this meeting is a gut punch to our Society—I am very disappointed. 
But O+P will go on as a Digital Forum, and we pledge to work diligently to provide 
the best event possible.

SPIE has previously run three major events as Digital Forums: Photonics Europe; 
Defense + Commercial Sensing; and Smart Structures + Nondestructive Evaluation. 
The pivot to these DFs (yes, a new acronym) has been largely made possible by the 
dedication and hard work of our SPIE staff . These meetings were reprogrammed 
into virtual events with uploaded contributions of recorded talks and manuscripts. 
These DFs have been successful due to the participation by authors and attendees. 
Cumulatively, these DFs had approximately 1,670 uploaded presentations, 1,350 
manuscripts, and 8,500 attendees. This is a true refl ection of the vitality of the 
SPIE community. 

There are benefi ts to this “on-demand” DF format. It provides the ability to jump 
around to the talks you want to see and to view them on your schedule. There are 
presentations associated with posters. But it lacks interactivity. To augment this 
format for the upcoming Optics + Photonics event, SPIE will include live plenaries 
and opportunities for real-time interaction, combined with the fl exibility of recorded 
talks. SPIE will again hold this Digital Forum free of charge. We are very serious 
about supporting the community during this challenging time.

I personally ask you to fully support the SPIE Optics + Photonics Digital Forum 
as an author or attendee. The amount of content in the technical program will be 
impressive, and there is a virtual exhibition, too. This is not going to be the same 
experience as an in-person meeting, but it will be a convenient way of sharing results, 
learning new possibilities, and connecting online.

Technical meetings are not only about presentations and posters, but also our 
chance to interact, debate, and collaborate. I think all of us are craving these face-
to-face interactions more and more each day as we work from home and can’t go 
to conferences—but in the meantime, call someone just to say hello!  

JOHN E. GREIVENKAMP 

2020 SPIE PRESIDENT, president@spie.org
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SPIE
Deadlines and Events

July

15: Abstracts due for SPIE Photonics West 
2021

29: Abstracts due for SPIE AR, VR, MR 2021

29: Manuscripts due for SPIE Optics + 
Photonics

August

5:  Abstracts due for SPIE Medical Imaging 
2021

10:  Voting closes for the SPIE 2020 election

24-28: SPIE Optics + Photonics Digital Forum

24:  SPIE Annual General Meeting

26: Abstracts due for SPIE Smart Structures 
+ Nondestructive Evaluation 2021

26:  Manuscripts due for SPIE Photomask 
Technology and Extreme Ultraviolet 
Lithography

26:  Manuscripts due for SPIE Space, 
Satellites + Sustainability (S3)

26: Manuscripts due for SPIE Remote 
Sensing

26: Manuscripts due for SPIE Security + 
Defence

September

2:  Abstracts Due for SPIE Advanced 
Lithography 2021

4: Deadline to apply for SPIE–Franz 
Hillenkamp Postdoctoral Fellowship

13-16: SPIE Laser Damage, Rochester, New 
York, USA

15:  Nominations due for SPIE Fellows

16:  Submission deadline for SPIE 
International Day of Light Photo Contest

20-24: SPIE Photomask Technology + EUV 
Lithography, Monterey, California, USA

20-23:  SPIE Space, Satellites, + Sustainability 
(S3), Edinburgh, UK

21-24: SPIE Remote Sensing, Edinburgh, UK

21-24: SPIE Security + Defence, Edinburgh, UK

October

7-8: SPIE Photonex + Vacuum Expo, 
Coventry, UK 

9: Deadline to apply for Nick Cobb 
Scholarship

9: Prism Awards submissions due

11-13: SPIE Photonics Asia, Beijing, China

14: Abstracts due for SPIE Defense + 
Commercial Sensing 2021

BY VASILLIS E. LEMBESSIS

Written for researchers, science 

students, science fans, educators, 

and science communicators, with 

an extensive glossary and rich 

bibliography.

New book from SPIE

Taming Atoms:
The Renaissance 

of Atomic Physics

spie.org/publications/books
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SPIE Gold Medal Award 

URSULA KELLER, professor of physics at ETH Zurich, for career-long 
pioneering contributions in ultrafast science and technology, including the 
development of practical ultrashort pulse lasers, the study of fundamental 
mechanisms and limits to modelocking and optical pulse formation, the 
invention of techniques for frequency comb generation and stabilization, 
and groundbreaking studies of the physics of light-matter interactions on 
attosecond timescales.

For nearly three decades, Keller has defi ned the revolution in ultrafast sci-
ence and technology. She pioneered the semiconductor saturable absorber 
mirror, which quickly became ubiquitous in useful ultrashort pulse laser 
systems. With the research group that she built at ETH Zurich, she has led 
international state-of-the-art developments in ultrafast science through a 
comprehensive program of research.

A mentor for young researchers in the fi eld of optics and photonics engi-
neering, Keller was the fi rst woman to obtain a position as a professor of 
physics at ETH Zurich, and generously devotes her time and commitment 
to many programs devoted to gender issues in science and engineering.

SPIE A.E. Conrady Award in Optical Engineering

PABLO BENÍTEZ, associate professor at the Universidad Politécnica de Madrid 
and co-founder of Limbak 4PI S.L., in recognition of pioneering discoveries 
in both nonimaging and imaging optics, including the simultaneous multiple 
surface method of optical design for freeform surfaces. 

Throughout his exceptional career, Benítez has discovered, designed, pat-
ented, reduced to practice, taught, and licensed outstanding optical devices 
in both nonimaging and imaging optics fi elds. His original work covers 
theoretical discoveries, practical inventions, and entrepreneurial actions 
in a wide variety of optical fi elds from solid-state lighting and solar energy, 
to perfect imaging, and virtual and augmented reality optics.

SPIE Aden and Marjorie Meinel Technology Achievement Award

SANJAY KRISHNA, the  George R. Smith Professor of Engineering in the Elec-
trical and Computer Engineering Department at Ohio State University, in recog-
nition of the fi rst demonstration of single-color and dual-color nBn superlattice 
detectors and focal plane arrays.  

His pioneering work has resulted in infrared imaging capabilities that 
combine high sensitivity, lower cost, and higher operating temperature, 
leading to widespread adoption by several infrared manufacturers for both 
commercial and defense applications. In addition, Krishna’s research lab 
is recognized for graduating numerous young leaders in the infrared fi eld.  

 
  
   

SPIE COMMUNITY NEWS

2020 

SPIE Awards Announced

Ursula Keller

Pablo Benítez

Sanjay Krishna

See the entire list of SPIE Award Winners at spie.org/2020awards
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New President for 
Florida University
IN MARCH, SPIE FELLOW Alexander Cart-
wright was confi rmed as the sixth presi-
dent of the University of Central Florida 
(UCF) by the Board of Governors of Flor-
ida’s State University System. Formerly 
the chancellor of University of Missouri, 
Cartwright’s fi rst day at UCF was 13 April.

Cartwright has a long history in the edu-
cation fi eld, but his path as a fi rst-genera-
tion college student mirrors that of many 
at UCF, where one of every four students 
is the fi rst in their family to attend college, 
nearly half of students work more than 20 
hours a week, and about half of undergrad-
uate students have transferred from state 
colleges or other institutions.

“I’m here to serve all students. Every 
student deserves to have opportunity… 
[and I] want to serve faculty and staff  
and the entire community to make sure 
all of us are as successful as possible,” 
Cartwright told the Board of Governors. 
“I believe we must empower people to do 
exceptional things. And I don’t think of 
it just as empowering the leaders. For an 
institution to become exceptional, you 
must also empower the faculty, staff , and 
students and allow them to make the 
institution better.”

Cartwright is a Fellow of the Amer-
ican Association for the Advancement 
of Science and the National Academy of 
Inventors. He was a recipient of both the 
National Science Foundation CAREER 
Award and the Offi  ce of Naval Research 
Young Investigator Award.

Learn more at bit.ly/UCF-President

Donis Flagello Bernard Kress Jason Mulliner

The 2020 SPIE Election 
Will Close on 10 August

SPIE MEMBERS ELIGIBLE TO VOTE will select four new directors, a vice 
president, and a secretary/treasurer. Directors will serve three-year terms 
and offi  cers will serve for one year, beginning 1 January 2021. 

Candidates for vice president are SPIE Fellows Donis Flagello, president, 
CEO, and COO of Nikon Research Corporation of America, and Bernard 
Kress, principal optical architect on the HoloLens MR project at Microsoft 
Corporation.

Flagello has been a prominent member of the microlithography community 
since the early 1980s. His work has primarily focused on the rigorous applica-
tion of physics to lithography modeling and problem solving. In recognition 
of his critical role in the understanding and improvement of image formation 
in optical lithography for semiconductor manufacturing, he received the 2017 
SPIE Frits Zernike Award for Microlithography.

Kress’ areas of focus include AR/VR/MR and smart glasses, micro and 
nano optics, optical lithography, volume holography, wafer scale optics, and 
diff ractive optics. He has made signifi cant contributions to optics as an 
engineer, researcher, associate professor, instructor, and author, and is a 
popular course instructor for SPIE.

The person elected vice president for 2021 will join the SPIE presidential 
chain, becoming SPIE president-elect in 2022 and president of the Society 
in 2023.

Jason Mulliner, CFO at Alluxa (USA), is the candidate for secretary/
treasurer. Mulliner, who is the current SPIE treasurer, has also served as a 
judge for the SPIE Startup Challenge, and serves on the SPIE committees 
for Compensation; Engineering, Science, and Technology Policy; Financial 
Advisory; and Strategic Planning.

Director candidates are:
Ruth Houbertz, Multiphoton Optics GmbH (Germany) 
M. Cather Simpson, Photon Factory (New Zealand) 
Jay Kumler, Jenoptik Optical Systems (USA)
Will Conley, Cymer (USA) 
Leonard Chen, Raytheon (USA) 
Elizabeth Krupinski, Emory University School of Medicine (USA) 
Edmund Lam, University of Hong Kong (Hong Kong)
Kyle Myers, US Food & Drug Administration (USA)

Voting will close on 10 August. 
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Jonathan Pinnell

Gehrig Carlse

David Lippman

Daniel Louie

Yonghuan 
(David) Ren

Deesha Shah

SPIE Top Scholarships Winners  

Professional Societies
to Fund Future 
Photonics Technicians
THREE PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES are 
collaborating to address the challenge 
of filling photonics technician jobs: the 
Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers (IEEE), SPIE, and the Optical 
Society (OSA) are each donating $75,000 
to fund tuition for the fi rst 15 students of 
a new photonics-technician program that 
Stonehill College and Bridgewater State 
University in southeastern Massachusetts 
will launch this summer. That program is 
being implemented in conjunction with 
MIT’s Initiative for Knowledge and Inno-
vation in Manufacturing, which leads the 
AIM Academy project, the education and 
workforce development initiative of the 
manufacturing institute AIM Photonics.

These societies have collaborated on 
programs before, but have never worked 
together on technician training. They are, 
however, all acutely aware that their indus-
try members have struggled to fi ll photonics 
technician jobs, and have thought about how 
they might address this need. 

“For photonics technologies to continue to 
grow, we need skilled technicians who can 
bring engineers’ vision to life,” notes SPIE 
CEO Kent Rochford. “SPIE is delighted to 
support students of this exciting photonics- 
technician program as a timely way to address 
technician shortages in photonics.”

All the courses that Stonehill College and 
Bridgewater State University develop for the 
program will be available to any instructor 
or school that wants to launch a similar pro-
gram. The societies hope the MIT/Stonehill 
College/BSU program will ultimately allow 
thousands to pursue careers in photonics 
across the United States.

Learn more at 
bit.ly/TechnicianTrainingFunding

THE SPIE D.J. LOVELL SCHOLARSHIP 
was awarded to Jonathan Pinnell, 
University of Witwatersrand. This is 
the largest and most prestigious schol-
arship sponsored by SPIE.

Daniel Louie, University of British 
Columbia, was awarded the John Kiel 
Scholarship, which was established to 
honor SPIE Founding Member John 
Kiel, in recognition of his long-stand-
ing and signif icant contributions 
to the Society. This scholarship is 
sponsored by SPIE and is awarded for 
the student’s potential for long-term 
contribution to the fi eld of optics and 
optical engineering.

The Laser Technology, Engineering 
and Applications Scholarship was 
awarded to Gehrig Carlse, York Uni-
versity. This scholarship is awarded 
in recognition of a student’s scholarly 
achievement in laser technology, engi-
neering, or applications. Funds are 
provided in part by SPIE.

Yonghuan (David) Ren, University of 
California, Berkeley, was awarded the 
BACUS Scholarship. This scholarship 
is awarded to a student in the fi eld of 
microlithography with an emphasis on 
optical tooling and/or semiconductor 
manufacturing technologies. This 
scholarship is sponsored by BACUS, 
SPIE’s Photomask International Tech-
nical Group.

The Optical Design and Engineering 
Scholarship was awarded to David 
Lippman, University of Rochester. The 
scholarship was established in memory 

of Bill Price and Warren Smith, both 
well-respected members of the SPIE 
technical community. This scholarship 
is awarded to a student in the fi eld of 
optical design and engineering.

Deesha Shah, Purdue University, is 
the recipient of the Teddi Laurin Schol-
arship. Photonics Media partners with 
SPIE to fund the Teddi Laurin Schol-
arship to raise awareness of optics and 
photonics and to foster growth and 
success in the photonics industry by 
supporting students involved in pho-
tonics. This scholarship is in memory 
of Laurin Publishing and Photonics 
Media founder Teddi Laurin.

Scholarships of Related Interest
BRANDON HELLMAN, a fi fth-year PhD candidate at the James C. Wyant College 
of Optical Sciences, University of Arizona, has been awarded the 2020 Michael 
Kidger Memorial Scholarship in Optical Design. This scholarship is supported by 
the Michael Kidger Memorial Fund in memory of Michael John Kidger, a well- 
respected educator, design software developer, and member of the optical science 
and engineering community. For more information, visit www.kidger.com

The Joe and Agnete Yaver Memorial Scholarship was awarded to Alison 
Walker, marketing project manager at SPIE. This scholarship is awarded to those 
seeking an advanced degree that provides the business knowledge required to 
facilitate the advancement and application of optics and photonics research and 
technology. The scholarship honors the contributions and vision of the Yavers 
who were instrumental to the technical and fi nancial success of the Society.

Meet other 2020 SPIE Scholarship Recipients: spie.org/2020-scholarships
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SPIE COMMUNITY NEWS

SPIE Announces Three Endowments

The Journal of Micro/
Nanolithography, MEMS, 
and MOEMS Will Become 
Two Distinct Journals
IN JANUARY, SPIE will launch 
a new gold open access journal, 
the Journal of Optical Microsys-
tems (JOM), which will publish 
cutting-edge research of optical and 
photonic microsystems. Hans Zappe, 
co-editor-in-chief of the SPIE Journal 
of Micro/Nanolithography, MEMS, 
and MOEMS (JM3), will serve as 
editor-in-chief of this new journal. 
Concurrently, JM3 will be renamed 
the  Journal of Micro/Nanopat-
terning, Materials, and Metrology, 
retaining its familiar acronym. JM3 
Co-Editor-In-Chief Harry J. Levinson 
will lead that journal, which will focus 
on lithographic technologies.

Since 2002, JM3 has published 
papers on the science, development, 
and practice of lithographic, fabri-
cation, packaging, and integration 
technologies necessary to address 
the needs of the electronics, MEMS, 
MOEMS, and photonics industries.

The renamed JM3 will publish 
peer-reviewed papers on the core 
enabling technologies that address 
the patterning needs of the electronics 
industry. Key subject areas include the 
science, development, and practice of 
lithographic, computational, etch, and 
integration technologies.

JOM will publish research in 
all aspects of optical and photonic 
microsystems, from materials and 
fabrication of micro-optical and pho-
tonic components, through assembly 
and packaging, to systems and appli-
cations. JOM is open for submissions 
and all publication charges will be 
waived through 2021.

THE SPIE ENDOWMENT MATCHING Pro-
gram, established in 2019, is a $2.5 million, 
fi ve-year, educational-funding initiative 
designed to increase international capacity 
in the teaching and research of optics and 
photonics. 

As part of that program, a collabora-
tive effort has produced the Baur-SPIE 
Endowed Chair in Optics and Photonics 
at JILA, formerly known as the Joint Insti-
tute for Laboratory Astrophysics, a joint 
institute of University of Colorado, Boulder 
(CU Boulder), and the National Institute 
of Standards and Technology (NIST). The 
$500,000 in funding from SPIE is being 
matched 3:1 by a gift of $1.5 million from 
Tom and Jeanne Baur. In addition, the 
CU Boulder Chancellor is providing an 
additional 1:4 matching contribution. The 
$2.5 million fund will support the very fi rst 
endowed chair at JILA.

This funding will enable the institute to 
expand its research and education capacity 
in optical physics and photonics, providing 
comprehensive support for a faculty chair. 
Preference will be given to early-to-mid-
career researchers affi  liated with groups his-
torically under-represented at CU Boulder, 
as well as to academics who have an estab-
lished interest in teaching and mentoring.

In 1979, Tom Baur, then a researcher at the 
National Center for Atmospheric Research, 
launched Meadowlark Optics. Initially an 
after-hours venture in a spare bedroom, 
Meadowlark has since expanded into a large 
manufacturing facility known for innova-
tive, ultrahigh-quality polarization optics.

“Our company has benefi ted over the 
past 40 plus years from technical inter-
action with optical physics researchers 
at the University of Colorado and JILA,” 
says Baur, recipient of the 2018 SPIE G.G. 
Stokes Award in Optical Polarization. Both 
have been an important source of talented 
employees. We hope that our contribution 
will inspire others to contribute to the 
advancement of optical research at JILA 
and elsewhere.”

Another collaborative eff ort has led to the 
establishment of the Soileau Family-SPIE 
Optics and Photonics Undergraduate 
Scholarship Fund for the University of 
Central Florida’s (UCF) College of Optics and 
Photonics (CREOL). A $125,000 contribu-
tion from SPIE is being matched in full by 
a gift from the M.J. Soileau family in order 

to create scholarships for undergraduate 
students at CREOL, with preference given 
to students who are the fi rst in their families 
to attend college. This fund holds special sig-
nifi cance for SPIE as Soileau is both a former 
SPIE president and board member, as well 
as an SPIE Gold Medal recipient.

 “I have been very fortunate throughout 
my life and career,” says Soileau, a fi rst-
generation college student and the fi rst in 
his family to attend high school. “People 
helped me along many times. We are thank-
ful for the inf luence and opportunities 
SPIE has provided me over the years. I’m 
certainly at the twilight of my career and 
want to give back to CREOL. I managed to 
avoid wealth my entire life so I can’t give as 
much as some, but we are comfortable and 
can do something.”

Working together, SPIE and the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin-River Falls (UWRF) have 
created the SPIE/UWRF Optics Summer 
Research Scholarship to support a student 
who wishes to attend a summer research 
program related to optics and photonics. 
Students can do this research either at 
UWRF or another institution with a sub-
stantial optics research program.

One motivation for UWRF developing this 
fund was seeing how exposure to optics and 
photonics research has made critical impacts 
on the career choices of students. Several 
UWRF students have recently attended the 
University of Arizona College of Optical 
Sciences’ Winter School and Workshop, a 
week-long intensive program that introduces 
students to the wide array of research and 
careers available in optics and photonics. 
Three of the fi rst fi ve to participate in the 
program are now in optics PhD programs, 
proving the impact that these experiences 
can have in pursuing a career in optics and 
photonics.

With SPIE’s Endowment Matching 
Program, the UWRF Physics Department 
has set a fundraising goal to raise $50,000 
or more.

 “The SPIE/UWRF Summer Optics 
Research Scholars fund will provide 
physics students from UWRF top-quality 
research opportunities in optics and pho-
tonics,” says Lowell McCann, UWRF. “We 
are extremely grateful to SPIE and our 
alumni donors who recognize the impact 
that undergraduate research in optics will 
have on our students.”
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Reflections
Droplets of an oil and water emulsion 
are illuminated from below.

Abhishek Sajeev, International School 
of Photonics, Cochin University of 
Science and Technology
@itsabhish3k

Submit your own images of light properties and light-based technology to REFLECTIONS by mentioning 
@SPIEtweets ( ) or @spiephotonics ( ). Submissions can also be sent by email to photonicsfocus@spie.org.
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ONLINE COURSES

Full online courses include quizzes, 
video of instructor and slide presentation, 
supplemental materials.

NEW in 2020 

COURSE RECORDINGS

Courses recorded from SPIE events 
include audio and slide presentation.

NEED TO TRAIN A LARGE GROUP? 

Contact us today and ask about our 
group discounts.

Bringing top 

instructors to 

you anywhere.

ONLINE COURSES

SPIE—YOUR LEADING PROVIDER FOR OPTICS AND PHOTONICS TRAINING.

spie.org/online-courses

education@spie.org
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spie.org/conferences

SPIE remains committed to advancing light-based research and meeting the needs 
of our constituents by providing space—whether in person or online—to share your 
work and connect you with the global scientifi c community.

We are here to ensure that your work 

is shared with your colleagues.

How that looks may change as world events impact our personal and professional 

lives. Rest assured, if the timing of an in-person meeting will not allow us to 

gather, we will leverage our Digital Forum platform and virtual meetups to give 

you alternative ways to connect with your community.

We look forward to connecting with you soon. 
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